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Overview
Dani Golan, CEO

5th gen AFA

Customers?
80% midrange (rev $100m - $5B)
20% G1000, Gov, SMB

Entry level 20TB
Avg cap 50 - 150TB
Largest 1.5PB
ASP 100k - 250k (avg deal size)
2 - 2.5x capacity growth in the first year

Use cases 
VDI / Virtualisation
Analytics
OLTP

Balanced across verticals - general purpose storage

Scale business easily and cost efficiently?

[video - customer testimonial - Taboola]

What is unique about Kaminario K2?
Flexi-scale
- gen purpose storage
- scale out 
- scale up

Easy
- Consitency
- easy to scale - NDU everything
- HealthShield

Cost-Efficiency
- Avg $2/GB and going down
- Guaranteed capacity
- All inclusive
- Get more from the same HW - claims highest utilisation in the market

Kaminario’s Customers
Dustin Harris

Clearwater Analytics
Boise, Idaho



Challenge
- perf impacted by high latency and low throughput on legacy (NTAP) storage
- long reconciliation load times from the db
- longer load times for larger reports
- speed software development and QA cycles
- DR effectiveness

Number one factor was cost/GB

Results
45TB in Prod, 45 in DR and 45 in Dev / Test

- reconciliation load times reduced by 75%
- long-running report times cut by 65%
- automated dev / test workflow
- storage needs in various environments served by a single solution
- improved customer satisfaction

DB, so compression is the primary thing they’re benefiting from here

Technical Deep Dive
Shachar Fienblit, CTO

Byte-aligned compression, real-time, software

http://kaminario.com/resources/files/WP-K2_SPEAR.pdf

Architecture Mission
[photo]
Architecture is key
- scale easily and cost-efficiently
- lowest overhead on the storage system to fulfil customer needs

Capacity Performance Flexibility
You can add storage to the two nodes (scale up)
You can also scale out by adding nodes
Customers want somewhere in between best $/capacity and best $/performance

K2 Basic building block
off the shelf went hardware
2x K-nodes (1U server)
Infiniband
SSD Shelf (24 SSDs - 2RU)
SSD expansion shelf (24 SSDs - 2RU)

Scale up and out
[photo]
data and metadata spread across all the SSDs
When you add a node, data is re-distributed



Adaptive Block Size (K2) vs Content Address Mapping
128KB Block Size
Break IO to largest consecutive match found

Scale-out architecture
- data is spread across all nodes
- metadata is spread across all nodes
- ability to mix and match different generations of servers and SSDs
- global deduplication
- resiliency for multiple simultaneous failures

Data is protected against block (nodes and storage) failure, but the system will go 
down to secure the data.

Metadata scalability
modern data reduction means fine grain metadata
- pointer per 4KB of addressable
- signature per 4KB of unique data

Reducing metadata footprint is crucial
- adaptive block size arch means less pointers
- deduplication with weak hash reduces signature footprint

Metadata footprint is linear to the data reduction ratio and system density

Not all metadata in RAM

Density per node is critical

K-RAID Scheme
[photo]
2P + Q - 2 R5 groups, single Q parity on them
Fully rotating, RAID is fully balanced
Fully automatic, no manual config
High utilisation (87.5%), no dedicated spares

Data reduction
deduplication
- global and adaptive
- selective - can be turned off per volume
- weak hash and compare - low MD and CPU footprint, fits well to flash
compression
- byte-aligned compression
- adaptive block size - large chunks are stored contiguously, each 4k compressed 
separately
- standard LZ4 algorithm
- optimized zero elimination

resiliency



- 2 concurrent SSD failures per shelf
- consistent, predictable and high perf under failure
- fast SSD firmware upgrades

Currently scales to 8 K-Blocks
Sweet spot is 2 - 4 K-Blocks

Demo Time
Dustin
…

8000 snapshots per system, 32 per volume - certified, you can delete out of order
VVOL support’s coming soon
No QoS at this stage - they seem to be positioning that as something that public 
service providers are into
They’re not seeing customers currently hitting the limits on systems

Replication is being worked on - asynchronous

Snapshots are done at a volume group level 


